
M6100 Chassis Switch Series 
WIIFM? What’s in it for me?

   1. Wired and more
 Don’t stop the wired network. The chain effect of adopting 

BYOD alone can lead to the complete infrastructure network 
needing a review. Additional network traffic could require 10/100 
switch upgrades to Gigabit etc. Designing the network to deliver 
more bandwidth, but with fewer ports and switches can help free 
up resource and budgets to support rationalisation elsewhere in 
the network. Increased network traffic could result in more storage 
capacity requirements, while security firewalls may need to be 
upgraded to cope with increased Internet access where 100Mbps 
LAN to WAN speeds becomes a bottleneck. NETGEAR can help you 
address each and every one of these areas, where few other vendors 
can provide similar end to end solutions suited to the SMB segment.

 2.  Pre-Sales Support 
 Don’t let guesswork or design issues get the better of you. 

Tap into our expertise and experience to win business. With over 200 
million ports shipped, we have a wealth of expertise and experience 
to assist you and your customers in getting the right design scoped. 
We offer access to dedicated pre-sales resources and tools to deliver 
competitive error free configurations for the M6100. Build customer 
confidence and meet expectations early on in the sales engagement 
process and beat competitors in the process. At the right time, lock 
potential customers into your proposals with Deal registration*. In so 
doing, leverage competitive prices and achieve margin protection. 
for peace of mind installation, take advantage of remote and on-site 
installation support services to make for a smooth integration set up.

3.  Post-Sales support 
Don’t let installation and ongoing customer concerns become 
a hindrance to building customer loyalty.  NETGEAR® ProSAFE® 
business products provide world-class reliability and are backed by the 
industry-leading ProSAFE Lifetime Hardware Warranty* , Lifetime chat 
and Lifetime Next Business Day3 replacement.

4. Strength in Verticals 
Leverage NETGEAR vertical strengths. Repeat business can come 
through customer loyalty, recommendation and reputation. It can also 
come from repeatable ‘Cookie cutter’ solution selling where the same 
solution model can be applied to countless similar customer types. 
Reduce sales cycles, become renowned for a particular field of expertise 
and leverage NETGEAR’s strength in select verticals. Deliver repeatable 
propositions for customers in education, assisted living, hospitality 
through to warehousing sectors, museums and more. 

5. Reliable, Affordable and Easy to use 
Don’t sell Big IT, sell Smart IT.  Reliable connections, fast throughput 
and deployment flexibility warrants a solution that just works. Built 
with SMB’s in mind, the M6100 delivers functionality that is not 
hidden in layers of configuration complexity, but through an intuitive 
web GUI to enable a quick and easy network set-up experience. Full 
CLI implementations are also supported. Organizations with limited, 
but capable IT network resources will benefit from a range of product 
capabilities that work equally well in a small office in a single building 
office right through to a campus based college supporting several 
thousand devices.

Switched LAN networking continues to be a growth area. 10GbE alone has broken away from traditional large enterprise datacenters 
deployments and has moved with great pace into the SMB space to service the demand for extra bandwidth and virtualized 
environments. SMB organizations don’t however, want their networks to grow too quickly or become unwieldy to manage and maintain. 
For many, a significant proportion of IT budgets can quickly be consumed on technology upgrades and ongoing, costly maintenance 
contracts. The value therefore lies in helping SMB customers to consolidate their switched infrastructure where appropriate 
while reducing associated network acquisition and support costs. The real competitive advantage comes from also being able to 
simultaneously add more capacity and capability to their networks that can easily and quickly adjust to changing business needs.

Chassis Standards Redefined
The NETGEAR M6100 Chassis Series will be instrumental in helping organizations to consolidate and rationalize their switched 
infrastructure from the access layer to the core of their network. As a truly flexible platform, it delivers unrivalled capabilities to meet the 
needs in either - without exhausting IT budgets. Its versatility makes it appealing as an “all-in-one” story to challenge traditional chassis 
vendors offering multiple, but confusing options and complexity. Recommending the M6100 can also help you open up other customer 
project opportunities that otherwise would not be possible with costly, unwieldy alternatives. 

    

Top 5 reasons to choose NETGEAR®



*Check in-country for applicable deal registration support entitlements.

**For purchases from 1st June 2014, NETGEAR ProSAFE business products provide world-class reliability and are backed by the industry-leading ProSAFE Lifetime Hardware Warranty and Lifetime Next Business Day  
replacement. Check in-country for applicable service variances that may apply.

Category Product Name Ordering SKU Description

Starter Kit M6100-44G3-POE+ XCM8903SK-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series M6100-44G3-POE+  Starter Kit  

I/O Blade XCM8948 XCM8948-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM8948 - 48-port RJ45 10/100/1000 Blade

I/O Blade XCM8944 XCM8944-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM8944 - 40-port RJ45 10/100/1000, 2-port RJ45 
10GBASE-T, 2-port SFP+ 1G/10G Blade

I/O Blade XCM8944F XCM8944F-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM8944F - 40-port SFP 100/1000, 2-port RJ45 10GBASE-T, 
2-port SFP+ 1G/10G Blade

I/O Blade XCM8924X XCM8924X-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM8924X - 24-port RJ45 10GBASE-T, 16-port shared SFP+ 
1G/10G Blade

Options XCM89P XCM89P-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM89P - Daughter Card PoE+ 802.3at for XCM8948 and 
XCM8944 blades

Options XCM89UP XCM89UP-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series XCM89UP - Daughter Card UPOE for XCM8948 and XCM8944 
blades

Options APS1000W APS1000W-100NES NETGEAR ProSafe Modular PSU APS1000W - Power Supply Unit 1,000W AC

Options AFT603 AFT603-10000S NETGEAR M6100 Switch Series AFT603 - Front-to-Back Fan Tray for M6100-3S chassis

Options RPS4000v2 RPS4000-200NES NETGEAR ProSafe RPS/EPS unit RPS4000v2 - Additional 1U power shelf with four open power 
supply slots

Service PSB0304 PSB0304-10000S Remote Installation Setup and Configuration Service Contract

Service PSP1104 PSP1104-10000S Onsite Installation Setup and Configuration Service Contract

What? NETGEAR just introduced the densest Gigabit and 10G port solution in a 4U footprint at <$10K! The new ProSAFE M6100 
Chassis series is set to shake up how SMBs deploy high performance, highly resilient, fully redundant and future proof switched 
networks from the Core to the Edge - without hurting or exhausting IT budgets. The M6100 is a fully distributed fabric,  
passive backplane solution with full management and power redundancy - as standard. UPOE capability extends its potential  
and delivers true investment protection to leverage today and tomorrow’s evolving powered devices. 

Why? As the world’s first all-in-one, passive backplane chassis under $10k* - with zero licensing charges, these differentiated capabili-
ties truly deliver SMB customers an affordable and uniquely flexible alternative chassis platform to HP 5400 & 8200 and Cisco 
Catalyst 4500 series of switches.

*$10k is based on the M6100 Starter Kit XCM8903SK-10000S MSRP. Actual pricing variances will apply in region and will also dependent on final configuration selected 
by NETGEAR channel partners.

Value to Partner: - Easier design with significant differentiation versus HP and Cisco:
   More redundancy + More 10G ports + More PoE power… for a lower price 

- Easier to install with true, fully functional Web Interface:
   M6100 can be configured in minutes, as any other NETGEAR switch

- Easier to maintain with unbreakable passive backplane:
   Blades can be hot swapped, reutilized and repurposed for future applications 

- Easier to deploy PoE enabled solutions with supplemental PoE Daughter cards:

   No need to swap out existing blades; simply add PoE to existing blade as required to support VoIP, Wireless APs  
   and Surveillance cameras

Value to Customer: - Higher density removes complexity from the network:
   Dense switches = less switches from the core to the edge more flexibility 
   It allows for easier upgrades, re-configurations for future applications 

- More redundancy and exceptional performance:
    480Gbps inter-module backplane performance – up to 10 x performance of fixed stackable solutions with similar port   
            counts, unrivalled value performance ratios

    Distributed fabric, passive backplane – control plane, management plane and power are all backed up for hitless failover               
            and zERO interruption of service  

M6100 Chassis Switch Series 
WIIFM? What’s in it for me?

Great 1G at the edge - Great 10G at the core



ACCESSORIES

Model name Form-Factor Notes Model number

XCM89P Daughter Card Add PoE+ 802.3at functionality to XCM8948 and XCM8944 blades (1 card per blade) XCM89P

XCM89UP Daughter Card Add UPOE functionality to XCM8948 and XCM8944 blades (1 card per blade) XCM89UP

APS1000W Power Supply PSU 1,000W AC APS1000W

AFT603 Fan Tray Fan Tray for M6100-3S chassis (front-to-back cooling principle; one fan tray per chassis required) AFT603

RPS4000v2 External PSU 
Bay Additional 1U power shelf  (RPS/EPS unit with four open power supply slots) RPS4000v2

FRONT REAR SIzE
Model name Form-Factor I/O Slots PSU Bay Fan Tray External PSU Bay Height Depth Model number

M6100-3S Chassis 3 open line-
card slots

4 power supply slots (N+1) 
8 with additional 1U shelf 

1 fan tray slot  
(front-to-back)

Connectors RPS/
EPS

4U height 
6.93 in (17.59 cm)

17.39 in  
(44.16 cm) 

XCM8903

GUIDING QUESTION: How difficult  
are your network maintenance and 
upgrades?
Growing midsize networks are 3-tier 
networks or worse – with lots of switches 
here and there. More switches typically 
mean higher upfront costs and greater 
ongoing complexity. 

Midsize networks need simplicity in order 
to be more flexible: growing networks 
require frequent modifications / new 
configurations.

Bigger switches with more density 
= less switches: M6100 allows for 
simpler architectures with capable core 
connecting very dense/affordable edge.

400-client network on three floors need 
only 4 units x M6100 – servers included.

GUIDING QUESTION: You back up 
your storage, but about your switched 
infrastructure?
Downtimes and even longer network 
interruptions happen in SMB 
environments: less resources than 
Enterprise, and too complex for 
networking procedures like Spanning Tree 
to be used. 

SMB deserve same uninterruptible 
networks as large organizations.

With hitless failover and passive 
backplane, M6100 is fully resilient: by 
using distributed link aggregation / LACP, 
all M6100 units connect each other with 
minimized downtime.

GUIDING QUESTION: Do you have 
network users complaining or 
applications suffering due to uneven 
performance?
Even in midsized organizations, rising 
traffic levels are posing congestion 
challenges. 

Growing networks need investment 
protection through architectures that can 
both scale and support growing bandwidth 
demands.

With the fastest fabric in the market, even 
compared to a Cisco C4507R+E, M6100 
provides the highest 10G density in 4U for 
future-proof performance. 

LINE-CARDS

Model name Form-Factor 10/100/1000BASE-T 
RJ45 ports

100/1000X Fiber  
SFP ports

100/1000/10GBASE-T 
RJ45 ports

1000/10GBase-X 
Fiber SFP+ ports Model number

XCM8948 I/O Blade 48 - - - XCM8948

XCM8944 I/O Blade 40 - 2 2 (independent) XCM8944

XCM8944F I/O Blade - 40 2 2 (independent) XCM8944F

XCM8924X I/O Blade - - 24 16 (shared with 
10GBASE-T) XCM8924X

LAYER 3 PACKAGE

Model Name Management IPv4/IPv6 
ACL and QoS, DiffServ

IPv4/IPv6 Multicast 
Filtering

IPv4/IPv6 Policing and 
Convergence Model number

M6100-3S

Out-of-band; 
Web GUI; HTTPs 
CLI; Telnet; SSH

SNMP, MIBs 
RSPAN

Ingress/egress

1 Kbps shaping 
Time-based

Single Rate Policing

IGMPv3 MLDv2 Snooping 
+Querier

Control Packet Flooding 

Auto-VoIP 
Auto-iSCSI

Policy-based routing (PBR)

LLDP-MED

XCM8903

Spanning Tree 
Green Ethernet VLANs Trunking 

Port Channel IPv4/IPv6 Authentication Security

STP, MTP, RSTP

PV(R)STP*

BPDU/STRG  
Root Guard 

EEE (802.3az)

Static, Dynamic, 
Voice, MAC

GVRP/GMRP 
QinQ, 

Private VLANs

Distributed LAG across all  
I/O slots

MLAG across two chassis 
switches 

(Supervisor blades only)

Successive Tiering 

(DOT1X; MAB; Captive Portal)

DHCP Snooping

IP Source Guard

IPv4/IPv6 
Static Routing 

IPv4/IPv6 
Dynamic Routing

Datacenter 
Features*

Port, Subnet, VLAN 
routing, DHCP 

Relay; Multicast  
static routes; 

Stateful  
DHCPv6  Server

IPv4: RIP, VRRP 
IPv4/IPv6: OSPF, 

BGP*,  
Proxy ARP, 

PIM-SM PIM-DM, 
6-to-4 tunnels

DCBX (802.1Qaz) 
Priority Flow Control (PFC)Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS)  

FCoE FIP Snooping 

TABLE SIZE

Model Name Passive  
Backplane Fabric Speed Routing/Switching 

Capacity Throughput Model number

M6100-3S

Each Slot 
provides 2 x 40G access 

to the backplane

80G half-duplex 
160G full-duplex per slot

480 Gbps  
Inter-Module

 Distributed Fabric

1.4 Tbps 
Intra-Module

Each Line-Card  
provides local  

line-rate capacity

357 Mpps 
Inter-Module

1,071 Mpps 
Intra-Module
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High  
Availability

Packet Buffer 
CPU Latency

MAC; ARP/NDP 
VLANs ; DHCP

Application 
Route  
Scaling

Dual  
Supervisory Modules  

Fabric and Management 
Nonstop  

Forwarding Failover (NSF)

1G/10G Blades: 
32Mb/72Mb Packet Buffer 

CPU 800 Mhz 
1GB RAM 64MB Flash  

Latency 
3.7µs 10G RJ45 1.5µs 10G SFP+

32K MAC 
8K ARP/NDP 
ARP: 1.2kpps  

4K VLANs 
DHCP: 4K leases 

in 256 pools

Static: 512

RIP: 512

OSPF and BGP: 
12,000 routes

Multicast IGMP Group 
Membership

IP Multicast 
Forwarding Entries sFlow

2K IPv4 
2K IPv6

1.5K IPv4 
512 IPv6 32 samplers, 52 pollers, 8 receivers

*The Lifetime Limited Warranty covers hardware, fans, and internal power sup-
plies - not software or external power supplies. Warranty is only valid for the 
original purchaser, and modifications to product may void the warranty.  See 
http://www.netgear.com/about/warranty/ for details. Basic phone support for 
90 days from purchase date and lifetime online chat support when purchased 
from a NETGEAR authorized reseller.
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